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A brief yet detailed look into the world of Air Plants! Youâ€™re about to discover... I want to thank

you for downloading the book, Air Plants. This book contains all the information that you need to

know about Air Plants in a compact and to the point format. The book is targeted toward people who

love to learn about purchasing, caring for and reviving Air Plants which are great for individuals who

have limited space and time for plants. The book begins with a look at how to go about choosing an

Air Plant according to your space and general life constraints. There are also tips for purchasing

which let you know how and where to buy these plants. As with any plant, Air Plants need a certain

level of attention. This book goes into detail as to how exactly to maintain your Air Plants so that

they remain healthy and beautiful. Tips for how to display your Air Plant and what tools to use will

give you a head-start when it comes to making the most of the space you have. Disease protection

is essential and this book outlines how to deal with rot, disease and even pests. Finally, more

information on Air Plants is given as well as how to possibly turn this hobby into a viable business.

Here Is A Preview Of What You will Learn... How to choose Air Plants for beginnersMore about the

Air Plant familyShopping for an Air PlantCreating an environment for your Air PlantWatering and

caring for your Air PlantHow to display your Air PlantHow to protect your Air Plant from

diseaseReviving Air PlantsAdditional Air Plant resources Order your copy today!
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This is a Very Great Book All About Airplants.I'm really impressed by Ray Abel's knowledge about

Air Plants. He included lots of thigs about Air Plants in this book.. and I could say, I truly learned a

lot from this book abour AirPlants.Here in this basic, I've learned a lot about the basics in Air Plants.



Ray first tackles about the benefits of the air plants, then the air plant family, and how to shop for

your first air plant.He also included in the book how to create a perfect environment for air plant,

watering and feeding it, how to display your air plant, and some tips for attaching it.I think the most

valuable lessons I've gotten from this book that I can apply not only or air plants but also for all other

plants are from the chapters about 'Diseases and Pests to Protect Your Air Plants From' and

'Reviving Sick Air Plants'..In these 2 chapters, Ray included invaluable insights and advice on how

to keep your air plants healthy and safe.At the last part of the book, Ray also included on how to

divide and propagate air plants wherein I encountered first the word 'Pups' (these are the baby

plants of air plants ) :),and the tools and resources needed for air plants.Overall, this is a very

informative books all about Air Plants.I highly recommend this book to everyone who wants to grow

their Air Plants at the comfort of their home. It's truly amazing. :)With that, I would give Ray Abel and

Air Plants a Very High 5-Star.

This book has brief instructions and guidance for air plants. The species are hard to get by but this

book helps to find the right and native plants in particular area and keeping them healthy. I

recommend this book to everyone who loves air plants.

This is an interesting read, Air plant is a common name for plants in this genus.Most Tillandsia

species are epiphytes  i.e. they normally grow without soil while attached to other plants.

Some are aerophytes or air plants, which have no roots and grow on shifting desert soil. Generally,

the thinner-leafed varieties grow in rainy areas and the thick-leafed varieties in areas more subject

to drought. This book have awesome and helpful tips and techniques to grow these plants thanks.

Air plants are a great way to make your life more colorful while you are living in a city apartment and

don't see any plants around you. These plants don't need a soil to grow and are designed for

people like that. This book teaches you how to shop and buy air plants that best suits you and your

apartment, creating perfect enviroment for your plant and how to maintain it. This book is pretty

short but make no mistake, it's very informative. It just shows that you shouldn't have excuses and

it's very fast and straightforward way to introduce more colors in your life.

I honestly do not have a soft spot for air plants because I have seen them die every time my bff tries

to grow them and generally thought they were stubborn. When I say this book I thought why not

read it maybe Susan has been doing something wrong!True to the words the book has been really



helpful and For the 1st time we are co-owning a plant and so far it is thriving. Normally it would be

dead.

I had heard about air plants but had never been able to acquire one because of the lack of

motivation and knowledge. This is a very fine book about the topic Air Plant. The author has

described everything nicely. This is a very fine book, If you like plants, then this book is for you.

I've never really known too much about air plants so I picked this book up. After reading through I

learned a great overview of what I need and love it. This book is really great if your a beginner

looking to get into air plants.

Excellent! This book tackled everything you need to know about growing air plants. You will learn

about the different kinds of air plants, the environment where they should be planted, the proper

ways to plant and feed them, the proper gardening tools, and the proper ways to mount the air

plants. A must have book for the beginners. Really worth recommending!
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